NARROW STYLE FIXED LITES
1" & 1-1/2" INSULATED & 9/16" SINGLE
GLAZING SHOWN

1 BLOCK HEAD
EXTERIOR
WEEP SLOT
2 STANDARD SILL

1A NAIL-ON HEAD
EXTERIOR
3 0/H HORIZONTAL T-MULLION

4 BLOCK JAMB FIXED

5 VERTICAL T-MULLION OH AT LOCK

6 VERTICAL T-MULLION HO AT HINGE

7 00 VERTICAL T-MULLION

OO/H-HINGED LEFT WITH NARROW STYLE TRANSOM
37" (1/2" SILL) 37.25" (STD SILL)

OH-HINGED RIGHT WITH NARROW STYLE SIDELITE

OO/H-HINGED RIGHT WITH NARROW STYLE SIDELITES

--GLASS PENETRATION: 1/2"--
--EXTERIOR RATED PRODUCTS HAVE WEEP SLOTS ON HORIZONTAL SILLS.
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